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The proxy voting process at Invesco, which is driven by investment professionals, focuses
on the following


maximizing long-term value for Clients and protecting Clients’ rights and promoting
governance structures and practices that reinforce the accountability of corporate
management and boards of directors to shareholders;



reflecting Invesco’s belief that environmental, social and corporate governance
proposals can influence long-term shareholder value and should be voted in a
manner where such long-term shareholder value is maximized; and



addressing potential conflicts of interest that may arise from time to time in the
proxy voting process.

B. OPERATING PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
Proxy Administration – In General
Guided by its philosophy that proxy voting is an asset that is to be managed by each
investment team, consistent with that team’s view as to the best economic interest of
Clients, Invesco has created the Invesco US Proxy Advisory Committee (“IUPAC”). The
IUPAC is an investments-driven committee comprised of representatives from each
investment management team and Invesco’s Head of Proxy Administration. IUPAC provides
a forum for investment teams to monitor, understand and discuss key proxy issues and
voting trends within the Invesco complex. Absent a conflict of interest, the IUPAC
representative for each investment team, in consultation with his or her team, is responsible
for voting proxies for the securities the team manages. In addition to IUPAC, the Invesco
mutual fund board of trustees provides oversight of the proxy process through quarterly
reporting and an annual in-person presentation by the Head of Proxy Administration. IUPAC
and Invesco’s proxy administration team, compliance and legal teams regularly
communicate and review Invesco’s proxy policies and procedures to ensure that they
remain consistent with Clients’ best interests, regulatory requirements, governance trends
and industry best practices.
Use of Third Party Proxy Advisory Services
Representatives of the IUPAC have direct access to third party proxy advisory analyses and
recommendations (currently provided by Glass Lewis (“GL”) and Institutional Shareholder
Services, Inc. (“ISS”)), among other research tools, and use the information gleaned from
those sources to make independent voting decisions.
Invesco’s proxy administration team performs extensive initial and ongoing due diligence on
the proxy advisory firms that it engages. When deemed appropriate, representatives from
the firms are asked to deliver updates directly to the mutual fund board of trustees. IUPAC
conducts semi-annual, in-person policy roundtables with key heads of research from ISS
and GL to ensure transparency, dialogue and engagement with the firms. These meetings
provide Invesco with an opportunity to assess the firms’ capabilities, conflicts of interest and
service levels, as well as provide investment professionals with direct insight into the
advisory firms’ stances on key governance and proxy topics and their policy
framework/methodologies. Invesco’s proxy administration team also reviews the annual
SSAE 16 reports for, and the periodic proxy guideline updates published by, each proxy
advisory firm to ensure that their guidelines remain consistent with Invesco’s policies and
procedures. Furthermore, each proxy advisory firm completes an annual due diligence

questionnaire submitted by Invesco, and Invesco conducts on-site due diligence at each
firm, in part to discuss their responses to the questionnaire.
If Invesco becomes aware of any material inaccuracies in the information provided by ISS
or GL, Invesco’s proxy administration team will investigate the matter to determine the
cause, evaluate the adequacy of the proxy advisory firm’s control structure and assess the
efficacy of the measures instituted to prevent further errors.
ISS and GL provide updates to previously issued proxy reports when necessary to
incorporate newly available information or to correct factual errors. ISS also has a
Feedback Review Board, which provides a mechanism for stakeholders to communicate with
ISS about issues related to proxy voting and policy formulation, research, and the accuracy
of data contained in ISS reports.
Proxy Voting Platform and Administration
Invesco maintains a proprietary global proxy administration platform, supported by the
Head of Proxy Administration and a dedicated team of internal proxy specialists. The
platform streamlines the proxy voting and ballot reconciliation processes, as well as related
functions such as share blocking and issuer/shareholder engagement. Invesco believes that
managing these processes internally, as opposed to relying on third parties, gives Invesco
greater quality control, oversight and independence in the proxy administration process.
The platform also includes advanced global reporting and record-keeping capabilities
regarding proxy matters (including reporting by business unit, issuer or issue) that enable
Invesco to satisfy client, regulatory and management requirements. Historical proxy voting
information, including commentary by investment professionals regarding the votes they
cast, is stored in order to build institutional knowledge over time across the Invesco
complex with respect to individual companies and proxy issues. Investment professionals
also use the platform to access third-party proxy research.
C. Proxy Voting Guidelines (the “Guidelines”)

The following guidelines describe Invesco’s general positions with regard to various common
proxy issues. The guidelines are not intended to be exhaustive or prescriptive. As noted
above, Invesco’s proxy process is investor-driven, and each investment team retains
ultimate discretion to vote proxies in the manner they deem to be the most appropriate,
consistent with the proxy voting principles and philosophy discussed above. Individual
proxy votes therefore will differ from these guidelines from time to time.
I. Corporate Governance
Management teams of companies are accountable to the boards of directors and directors of
publicly held companies are accountable to shareholders. Invesco endeavors to vote the
proxies of companies in a manner that will reinforce the notion of a board’s accountability.
Consequently, Invesco generally votes against any actions that would impair the rights of
shareholders or would reduce shareholders’ influence over the board.
The following are specific voting issues that illustrate how Invesco applies this principle of
accountability.

Elections of directors
In uncontested director elections for companies that do not have a controlling
shareholder, Invesco generally votes in favor of slates if they are comprised of at least a
majority of independent directors and if the boards’ key committees are fully
independent. Key committees include the audit, compensation and governance or
nominating Committees. Invesco’s standard of independence excludes directors who, in
addition to the directorship, have any material business or family relationships with the
companies they serve. Contested director elections are evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.
Director performance
Invesco generally withholds votes from directors who exhibit a lack of accountability to
shareholders, either through their level of attendance at meetings or by adopting or
approving egregious corporate-governance or other policies. In cases of material
financial restatements, accounting fraud, habitually late filings, adopting shareholder
rights plan (“poison pills”) without shareholder approval, or other areas of poor
performance, Invesco may withhold votes from some or all of a company’s directors. In
situations where directors’ performance is a concern, Invesco may also support
shareholder proposals to take corrective actions, such as so-called “clawback”
provisions.
Auditors and Audit Committee members
Invesco believes a company’s audit committee has a high degree of responsibility to
shareholders in matters of financial disclosure, integrity of the financial statements and
effectiveness of a company’s internal controls. Independence, experience and financial
expertise are critical elements of a well-functioning audit committee. When electing
directors who are members of a company’s audit committee, or when ratifying a
company’s auditors, Invesco considers the past performance of the committee and holds
its members accountable for the quality of the company’s financial statements and
reports.
Majority standard in director elections
The right to elect directors is the single most important mechanism shareholders have to
promote accountability. Invesco supports the nascent effort to reform the U.S.
convention of electing directors, and generally votes in favor of proposals to elect
directors by a majority vote.
Staggered Boards/Annual Election of Directors
Invesco generally supports proposals to elect each director annually rather than electing
directors to staggered multi-year terms because annual elections increase a board’s
level of accountability to its shareholders.
Supermajority voting requirements
Unless required by law in the state of incorporation, Invesco generally votes against
actions that would impose any supermajority voting requirement, and generally supports
actions to dismantle existing supermajority requirements.
Responsiveness of Directors
Invesco generally withholds votes for directors who do not adequately respond to
shareholder proposals that were approved by a majority of votes cast the prior year.

Cumulative voting
The practice of cumulative voting can enable minority shareholders to have
representation on a company’s board. Invesco generally supports proposals to institute
the practice of cumulative voting at companies whose overall corporate-governance
standards indicate a particular need to protect the interests of minority shareholders.
Proxy access
Invesco generally supports shareholders’ nominations of directors in the proxy
statement and ballot because it increases the accountability of the board to
shareholders.
Invesco will generally consider the proposed minimum period of
ownership (e.g., three years), minimum ownership percentage (e.g., three percent),
limitations on a proponent’s ability to aggregate holdings with other shareholders and
the maximum percentage of directors who can be nominated when determining how to
vote on proxy access proposals.
Shareholder access
On business matters with potential financial consequences, Invesco generally votes in
favor of proposals that would increase shareholders’ opportunities to express their views
to boards of directors, proposals that would lower barriers to shareholder action and
proposals to promote the adoption of generally accepted best practices in corporate
governance. Furthermore, Invesco generally votes for shareholder proposals that are
designed to protect shareholder rights if a company’s corporate governance standards
indicate that such additional protections are warranted.
Exclusive Forum
Invesco generally supports proposals that would designate a specific jurisdiction in
company bylaws as the exclusive venue for certain types of shareholder lawsuits in
order to reduce costs arising out of multijurisdictional litigation.
II. Compensation and Incentives
Invesco believes properly constructed compensation plans that include equity ownership are
effective in creating incentives that induce management and employees of companies to
create greater shareholder wealth. Invesco generally supports equity compensation plans
that promote the proper alignment of incentives with shareholders’ long-term interests, and
generally votes against plans that are overly dilutive to existing shareholders, plans that
contain objectionable structural features, and plans that appear likely to reduce the value of
the Client’s investment.
Following are specific voting issues that illustrate how Invesco evaluates incentive plans.
Executive compensation
Invesco evaluates executive compensation plans within the context of the company’s
performance under the executives’ tenure. Invesco believes independent compensation
committees are best positioned to craft executive-compensation plans that are suitable
for their company-specific circumstances. Invesco views the election of independent
compensation committee members as the appropriate mechanism for shareholders to
express their approval or disapproval of a company’s compensation practices. Therefore,
Invesco generally does not support shareholder proposals to limit or eliminate certain
forms of executive compensation. In the interest of reinforcing the notion of a
compensation committee’s accountability to shareholders, Invesco generally supports
proposals requesting that companies subject each year’s compensation record to an
advisory shareholder vote, or so-called “say on pay” proposals.

Equity-based compensation plans
Invesco generally votes against plans that contain structural features that would impair
the alignment of incentives between shareholders and management. Such features
include the ability to reprice or reload options without shareholder approval, the ability
to issue options below the stock’s current market price, or the ability automatically to
replenish shares without shareholder approval.
Employee stock-purchase plans
Invesco generally supports employee stock-purchase plans that are reasonably designed
to provide proper incentives to a broad base of employees, provided that the price at
which employees may acquire stock is at most a 15 percent discount from the market
price.
Severance agreements
Invesco generally votes in favor of proposals requiring advisory shareholder ratification
of executives’ severance agreements. However, Invesco generally opposes proposals
requiring such agreements to be ratified by shareholders in advance of their adoption.
Given the vast differences that may occur in these agreements, some severance
agreements are evaluated on an individual basis.

III. Capitalization
Examples of management proposals related to a company’s capital structure include
authorizing or issuing additional equity capital, repurchasing outstanding stock, or enacting
a stock split or reverse stock split. On requests for additional capital stock, Invesco analyzes
the company’s stated reasons for the request. Except where the request could adversely
affect the Client’s ownership stake or voting rights, Invesco generally supports a board’s
decisions on its needs for additional capital stock. Some capitalization proposals require a
case-by-case analysis. Examples of such proposals include authorizing common or preferred
stock with special voting rights, or issuing additional stock in connection with an acquisition.

IV. Mergers, Acquisitions and Other Corporate Actions
Issuers occasionally require shareholder approval to engage in certain corporate actions
such as mergers, acquisitions, name changes, dissolutions, reorganizations, divestitures and
reincorporations and the votes for these types of corporate actions are generally determined
on a case-by-case basis.

V.

Anti-Takeover Measures

Practices designed to protect a company from unsolicited bids can adversely affect
shareholder value and voting rights, and they potentially create conflicts of interests among
directors, management and shareholders. Except under special issuer-specific
circumstances, Invesco generally votes to reduce or eliminate such measures. These
measures include adopting or renewing “poison pills”, requiring supermajority voting on
certain corporate actions, classifying the election of directors instead of electing each
director to an annual term, or creating separate classes of common or preferred stock with
special voting rights. Invesco generally votes against management proposals to impose
these types of measures, and generally votes for shareholder proposals designed to reduce
such measures. Invesco generally supports shareholder proposals directing companies to
subject their anti-takeover provisions to a shareholder vote.

VI. Environmental, Social and Corporate Responsibility Issues
Invesco believes that a company’s response to environmental, social and corporate
responsibility issues and the risks attendant to them can have a significant effect on its
long-term shareholder value. Invesco recognizes that to manage a corporation effectively,
directors and management must consider not only the interest of shareholders, but also the
interests of employees, customers, suppliers and creditors, among others. While Invesco
generally affords management discretion with respect to the operation of a company’s
business, Invesco will evaluate such proposals on a case-by-case basis and will vote
proposals relating to these issues in a manner intended to maximize long-term shareholder
value.

VII. Routine Business Matters
Routine business matters rarely have the potential to have a material effect on the
economic prospects of Clients’ holdings, so Invesco generally supports a board’s discretion
on these items. However, Invesco generally votes against proposals where there is
insufficient information to make a decision about the nature of the proposal. Similarly,
Invesco generally votes against proposals to conduct other unidentified business at
shareholder meetings.
D. EXCEPTIONS

Client Maintains Right to Vote Proxies
In the case of institutional or sub-advised Clients, Invesco will vote the proxies in
accordance with these Guidelines unless the Client retains, in writing, the right to vote or
the named fiduciary of a Client (e.g., the plan sponsor of an ERISA Client) retains in writing
the right to direct the plan trustee or a third party to vote proxies.
Voting for Certain Investment Strategies
For proxies held by certain Client accounts managed in accordance with fixed income,
money market and index strategies, Invesco will typically vote in line with the majority of
the rest of the shares voted by Invesco outside of those strategies (“Majority Voting”). In
this manner Invesco seeks to leverage the expertise and comprehensive proxy voting
reviews conducted by teams employing active equity strategies, which typically incorporate
analysis of proxy issues as a core component of the investment process. Portfolio managers
for accounts employing Majority Voting still retain full discretion to override Majority Voting
and to vote the shares as they determine to be in the best interest of Clients, absent certain
types of conflicts of interest, which are discussed elsewhere in these policies and
procedures.
For cash sweep investment vehicles selected by a Client but for which Invesco has proxy
voting authority over the account and where no other Invesco client holds the same
securities, Invesco will vote proxies based on ISS recommendations.

Proxy Constraints
In certain circumstances, Invesco may refrain from voting where the economic or other
opportunity cost of voting a company’s proxy exceeds any anticipated benefits of that proxy
proposal. In addition, there may be instances in which Invesco is unable to vote all of its
Clients’ proxies despite using commercially reasonable efforts to do so. Particular examples
of such instances include, but are not limited to, the following:


When securities are participating in an Invesco securities lending program, Invesco
determines whether to terminate the loan by weighing the benefit to the Client of
voting a particular proxy versus the revenue lost by terminating the loan and
recalling the securities.



In some countries the exercise of voting rights requires the Client to submit to
“share-blocking.” Invesco generally refrains from voting proxies in share-blocking
countries unless the portfolio manager determines that the benefit to the Client(s) of
voting a specific proxy outweighs the Client’s temporary inability to sell the security.



An inability to receive proxy materials from our Clients’ custodians with sufficient
time and information to make an informed voting decision.



Some non-U.S. companies require a representative to attend meetings in person in
order to vote a proxy. In such cases, Invesco may determine that the costs of
sending a representative or signing a power-of-attorney outweigh the benefit of
voting a particular proxy.

In the great majority of instances Invesco is able to vote U.S. and non-U.S. proxies
successfully. It is important to note that Invesco makes voting decisions for non-U.S.
issuers using these Guidelines as its framework, but also takes into account the corporate
governance standards, regulatory environment and generally reasonable and governanceminded practices of the local market.
E.

RESOLVING POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Firm Level Conflicts of Interest
A potential conflict of interest arises when Invesco votes a proxy for an issuer with which it
also maintains a material business relationship. Examples could include issuers that are
distributors of Invesco’s products, or issuers that employ Invesco to manage portions of
their retirement plans or treasury accounts. Invesco’s proxy administration team maintains
a list of all issuers for which a conflict of interest exists.
If the proposal that gives rise to the potential conflict is specifically addressed by the
Guidelines, Invesco generally will vote the proxy in accordance therewith. Otherwise, based
on a majority vote of its members, IUPAC will vote the proxy.
Because the Guidelines are pre-determined and crafted to be in the best economic interest
of Clients, applying the Guidelines to vote Client proxies should, in most instances,
adequately resolve any potential conflict of interest. As an additional safeguard against
potential conflicts, persons from Invesco’s marketing, distribution and other customer-facing
functions are not members of IUPAC.

Voting of Proxies Related to Invesco Ltd.
In order to avoid any appearance of a conflict of interest, Invesco will not vote proxies
issued by, or related to matters involving, Invesco Ltd. that may be held by Clients from
time to time.
Personal Conflicts of Interest
If any member of IUPAC has a personal conflict of interest with respect to a company or an
issue presented for voting, that IUPAC member will inform IUPAC of such conflict and will
abstain from voting on that company or issue. All IUPAC members shall sign an annual
conflicts of interest memorandum.
Funds of Funds
Some Invesco Funds offering diversified asset allocation within one investment vehicle own
shares in other Invesco Funds. A potential conflict of interest could arise if an underlying
Invesco Fund has a shareholder meeting with any proxy issues to be voted on, because
Invesco’s asset-allocation funds or target-maturity funds may be large shareholders of the
underlying fund. In order to avoid any potential for a conflict, the asset-allocation funds and
target maturity funds vote their shares in the same proportion as the votes of the external
shareholders of the underlying fund.
F. RECORDKEEPING

Invesco’s proxy administration team will be responsible for all Proxy Voting record keeping.
G. Policies and Vote Disclosure
A copy of these Guidelines and the voting record of each Invesco Retail Fund are available
on Invesco’s web site, www.invesco.com. In accordance with Securities and Exchange
Commission regulations, all Invesco Funds file a record of all proxy-voting activity for the
prior 12 months ending June 30th. That filing is made on or before August 31st of each
year. In the case of institutional and sub-advised Clients, Clients may contact their client
service representative to request information about how Invesco voted proxies on their
behalf. Absent specific contractual guidelines, such requests may be made on a semiannual basis.

